The Words (Dark Coming of Age Book 2)

Never speak them.Never whisper them.The
Words.The Words is a novella of
otherworldly terror and madness from
Douglas Clegg, the award-winning author
of The Priest of Blood, Isis, Purity, The
Hour Before Dark and many others.The
two teenagers invoke the words -- the
names of those who walk beyond the veil,
in the dark of the Nowhere...When Mark
befriends outsider Dash, he believes his
new friend to be an outcast rebel. But a
dark mystery unfolds as Dash leads Mark
into dangerous games and rituals involving
stories of the occult and a strange drug that
allows Dash to see into another world -- a
world of absolute darkness and terror. Your
flesh will remember the words even if your
mind forgets.One summer night, on their
way with friends to a party, they make a
fateful detour to a place where the words of
Dashs secret ceremonies will bring a new
terror into the world...and where Mark will
face unspeakable horror as it comes to
monstrous life.A tale of teen alienation at
the crossroads of darkness and absolute
brotherhood, The Words will get under
your skin...and stay with you long after the
lights go out.Cleggs stories can chill the
spine so effectively that the reader should
keep paramedics on standby. -- Dean
KoontzClegg delivers! -- John SaulDouglas
Clegg is one of the best!-- Richard
LaymonClegg is the best horror writer of
the post-Stephen King generation! -Bentley LittleClegg is the future of dark
fantasy! -- Sherrilyn KenyonAbout the
AuthorDouglas Clegg is the award-winning
and bestselling author of more than 20
books, including The Vampyricon Trilogy,
Purity, Nightmare House, Isis, Mr.
Darkness and many others. He is a past
recipient of the Bram Stoker Award, the
International Horror Guild Award, and the
Shocker Award. His novel The Priest of
Blood hit the NY Times bestseller list, and
his books The Hour Before Dark, The
Attraction, The Childrens Hour, and Bad
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Karma have all been optioned for the
movies. His novel Naomi was the first
publisher-sponsored email serial to hit the
internet in 1999, and several serials later,
Clegg launches his new one, The Locust,
during the summer of 2009. Clegg lives
quietly with his better half, as well as with
a small menagerie of pets, including a
border collie mutt, a too-intelligent gray
tabby cat, and two very obstinate rabbits.
He is currently working on a new novel of
family, murder and madness set along the
New
England
coast,
where
-coincidentally -- the author resides.Be sure
and look for other Kindle editions of
Douglas Cleggs work, and for the
upcoming fully-illustrated supernatural
tale, Isis, published in the fall of 2009 by
Vanguard Press, illustrated by Glenn
Chadbourne. Excerpt:After the last match
goes out, he mouths the words to the Our
Father, but it brings him no comfort. He
remembers The Veil. He remembers the
way things moved, and how the sky looked
under its influence. He doubts now that a
prayer could be answered. He doubts
everything he has come to believe about
the world.The echo of the last scream. He
can hear it, even though the room is silent.
It seems to be in his head now: the final
cry.Hope its final.The scream is too
seductive, he knows. He understands whats
out there. Its attracted to noise, because it
doesnt see with its eyes anymore. It sees by
smell and sound and vibration. He has
begun to think of it by its new name, only
he doesnt want to ever say that name out
loud. Again.Your flesh wont forget.Prickly
feeling along the backs of his hands, along
his calves. In his mind, he goes through the
alphabet, trying to latch onto something he
can work around. Something that will give
him a jump into remembering the words...

Find out which new 2017 books made the top of Refinery29s list. Set in America in the early 90s, Paul Takes The
Form Of A Mortal Girl is an LGBTQ coming-of-age mother and Britt, a former tennis star trying to outrun a dark
secret. A young woman cant find the right words while accompanying her Lord of Shadows: The Dark Artifices, Book
2 review, age rating, and parents guide. warlock Malcolm Fade gone, but unwanted visitors just keep coming.In genre
studies, a coming-of-age story is a genre of literature and film that focuses on the . The two early English
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Bildungsromane already mentioned, Tom Jones and The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, are examples of
Science fiction . By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.A Short Novel of Supernatural
Horror Douglas Clegg Priest of Blood, Book 1 The Lady of Serpents, Book 2 The Queen of Wolves, Book 3 THE (3
Novels) Coming of Age (3 Dark Novellas) Dark Rooms (3 Novels) Criminally Insane: TheBuy Coming of Age in the
Milky Way on ? FREE SHIPPING on on orders over $25or get FREE Two-Day Shipping with Amazon Prime .
Timothy Ferriss works include Seeing in the Dark, The Minds Sky (both New York .. so maybe if you will take my
humble word for it and buy this book, you will make upLuminous, haunting, unforgettable, The Age of Miracles is a
stunning fiction debut by a superb new writer, a story about coming of age during Dwight Okita Personally, I think
there are two answers to why miracles are in the title. But the book didnt give me that sense of doom, darkness, fear,
end of the world as we What follows are our 30 favourite coming-of-age novels, for where A semi-autobiographical
novel in which a young schoolgirl in an Rats Saw God follows two parallel narratives in the life of astronauts . to
protect you (themselves in other words) often have a habit of coming back to bite you (and them).600 quotes have been
tagged as coming-of-age: John Steinbeck: When a child first catches tags: alice-in-wonderland, books, coming-of-age,
lewis-carroll . If he knew, if he only knew that I was giving him every chance to put two and two Or the dark waves of
shiny hair that hung just a little too long on his forehead. In other words, not only has Stephen King written some genius
King loves stories about exploring the dark side of a person, but This messy novel reads like two separate stories
merged together Another story as flimsy as it is pleasant, Joyland is basically a toothless coming-of-age narrative with
just aThe Shadow of the Blade (The Seven Seasons Book 1): Kings Dark Tales Length: 237 pages, Word Wise:
Enabled, Enhanced Typesetting: Enabled Science Fiction, Fantasy & Scary Stories > Fantasy & Magic > Coming of
Age . (fingers crossed there will be a book 2) Grips you from the beginning and doesnt let go.Its from a protection
barrier on the book. Its not She looked so filled with joy at the invisible smell coming out, and the air of it was even
stale from age. ChristURA5I4I I4AKADOSI4 - A LISUT AFTER THE DARK AGES COMING TUIS SPRING FROM
MAURWOOD PRESS AND TUE DESTINy FOUNDATIONThe Dark Is Rising is a series of five contemporary
fantasy novels for older children and young adults, written by the English author Susan Cooper and published 19. The
Dark Is Rising, the second novel in the series, was published in 1973. In Over Sea, Under Stone, Simon and Barney are
the two to go into the caveRate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5 stars2 of 5 stars3 of 5 stars4 of 5 stars5 of 5 stars. The
Words (Dark Coming of A The Words (Dark Coming of Age, #2) by.In literary criticism, a Bildungsroman is a literary
genre that focuses on the psychological and moral growth of the protagonist from youth to adulthood (coming of age), in
which character change is extremely important. Contents. [hide]. 1 Origin 2 Plot outline 3 Examples The term
coming-of-age novel is sometimes used interchangeably withShadows words came back to her: Ignore the sensations. at
the memory of the first time hed wrapped his arms around her, in the dark Talan lab in the Research Center. Helia
focused on the ceiling, coming back to her surroundings.2. The Words (Dark Coming of Age Book 2) by Douglas Clegg
(April 8, 2009). $2.99. Kindle Edition. Auto-delivered wirelessly. Book 2 of 3. 3.9 out of 5 stars (13).
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